NB/300

To allow companies to tackle what is an increasingly more competitive
market, to our series of fast cartoning units we have added a new model
updated with all the latest technological breakthroughs that enhances
the simplified operation permitted by cutting-edge electronics and allows
extremely fast size changeovers. Equipped with all the electronic
controls to guarantee high quality production. Made using mechanical
component parts that permit running the machine for long periods
without special maintenance.
Suitable for packing granular and powdered products by means of
cylindric volumetric doser or if linked to multiheads weighers, packing
products of different grain size, pasta and irregularr pieces.
BEHAVIOUR
The flat cartons are placed on the blanks magazine and automatically
conveyed to the rotating carton erector. The cartons, once in the
machine, undergo marking on the outside
flap, glueing and closure of the bottom, before reaching the filling zone.
The dosing of the product may be carried out with a telescopic cylinder
volumetric system, with electronic weighers or special equipments
specific for the product. The carton carries on to be glued and closed on
the upper side. It is then transferred to the outfeed conveyor and finally
any weight control. It is also complete with:
- Regulation of production speed with electronic system.
- Size change with automatic setting.
- Automatic regulation of product weight or volume.
- Automatism and checking of production and feeding.
- Dust extraction nozzles, vibrator and specific devices suitable for the
product.
- Electronic device for controlling the glue application.
- Integral accident prevention protection as required by law with CE
mark.

VARIANTS AND OPTIONAL
- Alarms and intervention signaller as per customer requirement.
- Filling: with volumetric dosing, multi-headed electronic weighers,
counter units or similar.
- Gluing: cold glue or HOT-MELT standard with or without Sift proof.
- Electronically programmable size changeover.
- Electronic check of carton run.
- Out tolerance carton ejector.
- Check weigher: electronic with dynamic weighing and possible local or
remote printer.
SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

NB/300/52

Carton Dimension - Height

130 min/300 max

Carton Dimension - Thickness

25 min/80 max

Carton Dimension - Width

60 min/200 max

Free air consumption

320 NL/1'

Input power

10,7-24 Kw

Operating pressure

6 Bar

Production speed

350/1'

Weight

Kg. 9300

NB/300

Our specialists bring their expertise at your disposal to find the solution best suited to your case.
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